Guidelines for Usage
1. The facility may not be used for any unlawful purpose or in unlawful manner.
2. No smoking in the building, parking lot or on the property.
3. Rental time begins and ends at the agreed upon times. This includes set-up
and clean-up. You must have the training area ready for the next user at
the end of your agreed upon rental time. The training arena clock is the
“official” clock.
4. Any equipment moved should be returned to its original position or to the
storage area, as agreed to at time of rental.
5. ALL dogs must be on leash when entering or leaving the building.
6. Lights must be turned off (except those marked in the breaker box to
remain on) when you are done.
7. Turn on the heat as needed. When you leave the 2 propane heaters in the
training area are to be shut off. Turn down/off the electric heat in the
bathrooms at the thermostats. Shut off the electric heat in the office and
crating area at the breaker box.
8. Make sure the key has been returned to the lockbox, the box is closed and
the combination has been scrambled.
9. Please pick up poop and deposit it in the ‘poop buckets’.
10. There are cleaning supplies available to clean up any accidents in the training
area.
11. Enter the training area through the door in the crating area only. Please do
not enter the training area from any of the exterior doors.
12. Make sure the protective mats are placed under the ends of the Dogwalk
and the A-frame.
13. Athletic shoes (no cleats) in the training area only please.
14. You may bring chairs and set them up in the training area but only those that
have ‘rail’ type feet. No chairs with 4 feet in the training area.

15. Please try to keep your dog’s nails short to reduce damage to the flooring.
16. You may leave your crate in the crating area but only if you are OK with
others using it when you are not.
17. Bitches in season are allowed in the training area but they MUST wear
“panties”. Please thoroughly clean up any ‘drips’.
18. Mainely Agility, LLC is not responsible for loss or damage to any personal
items left at the training center.
19. Please let me know about any damage to equipment or issues with either the
equipment or building that may need to be addressed.
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